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Cascedi-g^offices are beneath Fremont Bridge, w/ view of Lenin statue.
—Cola’s green newspaper boxes familiar from Bellingham to Eugene; its "personals”
columns done city-by-city, so readers could see who*s hot to trot in their own
locale. Mitch is sympathetic to people using "personals," musing sometimes
whether and how they link up# His own ad wd be complicated: Ex-Husky linebacker (?)
ex-rim dog at the Pee Eye; in non-canine nomenclatures# •• Has interest in
geomorphology. • •
//***
^

’’Happy?11 Bingford resumed as they stood on the corner near the

front door of the P-I, the smell of newsprint and ink clinging arcund

the building#

unused in piano drop scenes

His brain danced under fahe marijuana cloud).,.
Amid the creek dancers was a notable blonde—prominently blonde, naked—who
he was pretty sure had been in the sane biology section with him.

People were available to each other, fornicationally speaking*

Bing ford was dressed like.
Mitch as usual looked like

(Mitch and Bing) had Nam again, from the safe harbor of their high draft numbers,
• ••all the bitching the Daily had done about LBJ and now they had Nixon.

use if it can be made to fit without too much explanation/elaborations besides
The Weekly, the other kindred paper going free is The L'Stranger (doublearticled deliberately, to suggest high-tonedeness; question is, how to do this
without using confusing "articled"(grandly self-mangled languages)
—if used, check w/ Sarah Hart and get a phonetic pmctn of "L’Etranger" from her

